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Check out the Latest Articles:

The court case that might stop wind turbines (Ontario)
Danish physician worries about turbine health effects (Denmark)
“Once, I was screaming in agony–the tinnitus was so bad” (United
Kingdom)
“High-cost subsidized renewable resources destroy jobs and hurt
consumers” (Jonathan A. Lesser, PhD)
Intelligent editorial on wind turbines & health. Hallelujah! (Ontario)
Wind energy? Watch your electric bill skyrocket (Oregon)
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Netherlands bailing out of wind energy
Expert confirms wind turbines hammer property value (Australia)
“Waubra Death Trip”: How Big Wind Killed a Community (Australia)

“Waubra Death Trip”: How Big Wind Killed a Community
(Australia)
By admin Wednesday January 19, 2011

·
“She’s in such pain [from Wind Turbine Syndrome], she thinks that putting a
bullet in her head would bring more relief than the pain she is experiencing”
Editor’s note: Beware, the following is not for the faint-hearted. It was submitted to
WTS.com by a couple from Wellfleet (Cape Cod), Massachusetts. Preston & Lilli
own a medical consulting agency—consulting to hospitals and clinics throughout the
USA. They recently traveled to Australia to make a video documentary on the
Waubra windplant. The video will be available, shortly, on this site and others (I
suspect, on YouTube). Meanwhile, read this and despair. (Click here for a PDF of
this article.)
·
WTS.com dedicates this article to Geoff Leventhall, PhD, a non-clinician
(physicist/acoustician) whose widely quoted pronouncements on the “health effects
caused by noise from wind turbines” has ignited a—shall we say—spirited exchange
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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between him and Nina Pierpont, MD, PhD.

Geoff Leventhall, PhD
·
—Preston G. Ribnick and Lilli-Ann Green (1/18/11)
We have spent almost one year attempting to understand the complexities of
wind energy. We have researched the potential benefits and acknowledged
deficiencies of industrial wind turbines. We have tried to educate citizens on Cape
Cod and in Massachusetts about industrial wind energy. We have tried to foster
public debate, through the formation of a Cape-wide group that has sponsored public
presentations by relevant experts, and has disseminated to local, state and regional
governments and agencies and to the general public:
technical engineering reports
clinical medical research on adverse impacts
detailed acoustic studies of the special characteristics of wind turbine noise
relevant environmental information
numerous news reports
first-person testimonials from around the world
Now, after traveling to Australia and meeting with and interviewing dozens of people
who have been profoundly adversely impacted by industrial wind turbines or are
fighting the construction of wind turbines in their communities, we understand with
certainty that the very dramatic and real problems with wind energy are much, much
worse than we had previously imagined.
What follows is a preliminary summary of our visit in Australia.
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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We spent the afternoon of 1/9/11 with the leaders of a countrywide organization
called the Australian Landscape Guardians. They explained what is happening
throughout Australia concerning the siting of industrial wind turbines. They told us
that the government of Victoria, Australia, is currently formulating a new policy
which requires a minimum setback for all new wind turbine projects of 2 km (1.24
miles). They also informed us that the new policy includes the provision that no wind
turbines can be built in National Parks, State Parks, or certain areas determined as
scenic in character.

Sarah Laurie, MD
Later in the day, we met Sarah Laurie, MD, Medical Director of the Waubra
Foundation, who arranged this amazing journey for us. We spent time with her and
she explained her work to us, which is to gather information from affected residents in
order to encourage researchers to conduct appropriate independent research, to lobby
for funding for such research, and to provide information and support to people who
have been adversely impacted by the turbines.
That night we had dinner with a group of residents in a rural area that have organized
to fight several large wind developments in their communities. They requested that
we describe what has been happening on Cape Cod and in MA.
The following day, 1/10/11, we spent conducting videotaped interviews with some of
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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the nicest and hardest working people we have ever met. Their stories are so
incredible, emotional, and, ultimately so profound that we wanted to share our initial
observations with you. We interviewed 17 people who have been adversely impacted
from a health standpoint.
We also interviewed a very courageous journalist who tells the stories of those in
the Waubra area who are adversely impacted by industrial wind turbines.
Ongoing Research Concerning Adverse Health Impacts to Those Living Too Close to
Industrial Wind Turbines
• Sarah Laurie, MD has been meeting with the victims of the Waubra wind
power plant to gather information about their symptoms and illnesses, and to help
provide information about the current knowledge of the health effects of wind
turbines on human health to their General Practitioners and other doctors involved
in their care.
As part of her work, she has requested the victims keep track of their
blood pressures throughout each day to investigate the impact of the turbines on
their blood pressure.
Her preliminary findings indicate that a number of the victims are experiencing
dangerously elevated blood pressure since the turbines became operational—
blood pressures which go back down to normal levels when these people are
away from the turbines.
Victims are tracking their blood pressure readings, and there are plans to do
comprehensive investigations using 24-hour Holter Monitors, as this is the
best way to measure what is going on. Some of the victims have been placed on
blood pressure medications.
Dr. Laurie is concerned because elevated blood pressure in the morning is an
indicator of increased risk for heart attack and stroke. She has learned of several
people who had normal blood pressure readings prior to the wind turbines being
constructed who have now developed high blood pressure, or have had heart
attacks and strokes since the turbines commenced operating. There has been one
death so far due to stroke. She wants these incidents further investigated, to see if
there is any connection with turbine operation when these people developed
symptoms.
• Dr. Laurie also feels that it is important to investigate the impact of longwindturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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term exposure to industrial wind turbines and health. Some who have lived in
the Waubra area, and are now industrial wind turbine development refugees due
to adverse health impacts, have found that some of their symptoms have not
gone away after permanently leaving their homes near the turbines.
These people report that initially, during the first months of living near the wind
turbines, their physical symptoms went away when they left the Waubra area for
even a matter of hours. Several people we spoke with are concerned their health
problems may be permanent. Again, these people had no problems prior to the
wind turbine development.
• Some of the people living within 5 km of the wind turbines at Waubra
experience what was called upper lip quiver. Two of the people we interviewed
talked about this.
When the wind turbine infrasound is intense, people experience a sensation
in their upper lip that they cannot control. Their upper lip vibrates and this
twitching vibration can be seen by others. The sensation is disturbing to the
people experiencing this not only because the vibration is extremely
uncomfortable, but the loss of control of their own body is alarming.
Dr. Laurie is gathering data on the incidence of this symptom, as it appears to be
highly specific with wind turbine operation. It has been reported in residents who
live up to 10 km adjacent to two wind developments elsewhere in Australia. She
is concerned that if these symptoms are being noted at this distance, that there may
be other effects on people such as elevated blood pressures, which may go
undiagnosed.
• Several people living within 5 km of the wind turbines have experienced
a sensation where they have woken up at night with a feeling that their heart
was about to leap out of their body. Their pulse was alarmingly high.
This has happened on several occasions for each of the people we spoke with,
who described this symptom. Dr. Laurie is gathering data that residents are noting
in their personal health journals. She is also working to encourage further
research in an attempt to find out more about this phenomena.
• A local Sleep Physician has agreed to carry out further research, as he
is concerned about the effect the turbines are having on the health of his patients,
in particular their disrupted sleep.
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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Sleep deprivation is a major issue for the people we interviewed.
Setting the Stage
• Waubra and surrounding small towns are agricultural areas in a truly
beautiful landscape of rolling hills and valleys. Many of the residents have lived
in the area for many generations. Farming operations include sheep, cattle,
poultry, and various crops. Farming is a major source of revenue in the Waubra
area.
The farmers we spoke with are very concerned about the environment. They
use organic farming methods and practice energy conservation.
Waubra is located approximately 100 km from Melbourne.
• The people interviewed described their community life as very positive prior to
the Waubra industrial wind turbine power plant development called a ‘wind
farm’. (They know farming and stated that the 128 wind turbines have nothing to
do with farming. They call this development a wind power plant.)
Parents stated the schools were very good and felt their children received good
educations.
Family life is very important to the people we interviewed.
• Many of the victims we interviewed were older parents. Many of their
grown children who work on the farms planned to take over the family farms as
their parents retired.
• All of Australia, including Waubra, has experienced 10 consecutive years of
severe drought. This is very important, as it had a significant impact on the
development of the wind power plant.
The Australian government, like the U.S., has placed a major emphasis
on developing and deploying renewable sources of energy, especially wind
energy. As in the U.S., Australia has set a target of 20% of its energy to come
from renewable sources by 2020. The government provides generous subsidies
and tax breaks to wind energy developers.
• Three or four years ago local farmers in the Waubra area began to be contacted
by ‘salesmen’ who signed up landowners to host wind turbines. The people
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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we interviewed stated that the initial presentations were long on lofty claims and
very short on facts.
Some of the people we interviewed attended informational meetings and stated
that the presenters claimed there were no problems with noise. The salesmen
stated that the turbines sounded like leaves blowing in the wind or a stream—
similar to claims we have heard in the United States that wind turbine noise is “no
louder than a babbling brook, a refrigerator or a quiet conversation.”
• Here is where the prolonged drought played an important role. Many
farmers, especially smaller land holders, had suffered financially and they felt the
wind turbine lease payments represented a life-line to help them through the
difficult drought. So, many signed up.
It is important to note that some of the residents that did not sign up had
reservations about the wind ‘farm’, but they did not raise their concerns because
they were told by the salesmen that there were no problems, and they did not want
to interfere with their neighbors’ earning much needed money from leasing their
land to the wind energy developers.
Their considerations for their neighbors would take a tragic turn following
the construction of the wind energy power plant.
• Construction of the Waubra wind energy power plant was completed in the fall
of 2009. There are 128 industrial wind turbines covering an area of many miles.
• Many of the residents we interviewed, and presumably the people who leased
their land, were shocked by the size and placement of the turbines following
the construction. We were told that many residents felt lied to due to the actual
size and placement of the wind turbines.
What We Observed
• All of the residents we interviewed have suffered a profound impact on their
health, their relationships with family and with their community, their confidence
in elected officials, their financial condition and property value, and their life
plans and future. They all feel betrayed and they are extremely angry.
Here are the reasons why:
• All of the people we interviewed are sick—very PHYSICALLY ILL,
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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as confirmed by a medical doctor, and in many cases by their family
physicians. Their symptoms track with the symptoms we have heard
experienced by the victims in Falmouth, MA; Vinalhaven, Maine; and many
other communities globally.
It was abundantly clear from these interviews, which we videotaped, that
the suffering of the victims has been severe. They report severe headaches,
eye pain, difficulty sleeping, emotional distress, racing hearts, dangerously
high blood pressure, ringing in their ears, panic attacks, feelings of
hopelessness, inability to concentrate, and inability to find simple words
when speaking.
Children are experiencing the same symptoms as their parents.
The parents we interviewed reported that their children’s performance in
school has radically declined since the wind plant began operation.
Many we interviewed are under the care of physicians and take medication
that they did not take prior to the wind turbine development. ALL THESE
SYMPTOMS DEVELOPED AFTER THE TURBINES BEGAN
TO OPERATE. It bears noting that the residents we interviewed, many of
whom are farmers, were all healthy and hearty people who had spent their
entire lives working outdoors. They are proud, and solid citizens. THEY ARE
NOT COMPLAINERS. JUST THE OPPOSITE. Nonetheless, they can not
ignore, nor overcome, their persistent symptoms that began to affect them, to
threaten their health, and to disrupt their lives, since the arrival of the wind
plant to their community.
• REASON FOR A RED CODE ALERT: Many of the victims we interviewed
lived from 3 km to 10 km from the turbines. A 2 km (1.24 mile) setback at
this wind power plant location would not have helped most of these victims.
Because, as farmers, their livelihood depends on the weather, they are
acutely aware of wind direction. Some reported that the noise and health
problems are worse when the wind is blowing away from their homes.
Why? Because the audible sound and infrasound bounced off surrounding
hills/rock formations. We were told by several that it is worse inside their home
than outside because their window jambs rattle and their homes vibrate.
One couple told us that their home vibrates like a cell phone when the sound is
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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intense.
• All the victims we interviewed used similar descriptions when explaining
their symptoms, a fact which will become apparent to anyone viewing the
videotaped interviews. They all describe feeling ‘pressure’ on their chest, their
heart, their head, their ears and their eyes.
Some have already declared themselves to be ‘INDUSTRIAL REFUGEES’ and
have abandoned their beautiful and long cherished homes. Others are considering
leaving. Still others are determined not to leave even though their health has
declined dramatically.
The despair of the residents is evident as they describe this most difficult decision
of whether to stay, or to abandon their homes.
• We interviewed one resident who said that she is in such pain at times she
thinks that putting a bullet in her head would bring more relief than the pain she
is experiencing.
Some of the people we interviewed told us they believe that many of
their neighbors who signed the leases and are hosting the turbines are
suffering physical adverse health symptoms as much as they are. They stated that
the landowners who signed the leases are prohibited from talking about their
health problems because of the gag-clauses in the leases.
• Those who have left their homes all report that their health problems have
become less severe when they are away from the wind power plant.
Most state that when they leave the Waubra area they feel better and that their
blood pressure readings return to normal levels.
But, it is very important to note, that some of the symptoms for some of the people
have not gone away. Some are concerned their health problems may be
permanent.
The physician we talked with shares their concern.
Sense of Community
• THIS IS A TRAGEDY OF MONUMENTAL PROPORTIONS. According to
many residents we interviewed, the Waubra area community, in their view,
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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has disintegrated. Five generations of citizens, many life-long friends, have
become adversaries. As we listened to the residents describe what has happened,
we were very sad to see the emotional toll it is taking on these fine people who
highly value the sense of community.
One story told was that the local pub recently closed because former friends
refuse to socialize together.
We heard stories of violence, including an incident when one victim publicly
stated his health problems and neighbors (former life-long friends) who leased
land for the turbines sought revenge.
Some residents told us that they now drive to nearby towns to go to the grocery
store or the Post Office because they are verbally attacked in Waubra. One person
stated it is their belief it will likely take a generation—after the turbines are
removed—before the social healing can begin for their community.
Impact on Animals
• The health of animals is naturally very important to farmers. Many of the
residents told us that the wind turbines had an adverse impact on their animals.
• One farmer stated that when the audible sound and also when the infrasound
are bad, their chickens lay eggs without shells. The birds are also extremely
nervous and agitated, displaying abnormal behavior.
• One farmer raising sheep stated that 44% of his newborn sheep died shortly
after birth since the wind turbines began operation—a very sharp increase
above normal circumstances.
• Another farmer described how he had to ‘put down’ a blind sheep that
had managed to take care of herself until the turbines began operation. After
the turbines started, the sheep walked in circles and kept injuring herself walking
into objects, so the farmer euthanized her.
• Others stated their dogs, who are normally quite calm, ‘act up’ when the
wind turbines are loud from an audible standpoint and also when the infrasound is
bad (note that dogs and other animals have a wider range of audible hearing
than humans).
• Others stated that all the bats in the area disappeared once the turbines
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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began operation.
Impact on View and Aesthetics of Rural Environment
• The people we interviewed had all consciously chosen to live in the
rural countryside. As previously noted, many we interviewed have maintained
family farms in the area for multiple generations. Virtually all of them were
heartsick at the wholesale transformation of their environment and what they
characterized as the destruction of their land.
Like many on Cape Cod who love the beauty of the sea, the dunes, the vistas, and
the rural character of the Cape, the people we interviewed felt a profound sadness
and loss regarding the industrialization of their community.
• One person we interviewed stated she could see 64 turbines from her land.
At night, the once tranquil vista now looks like an amusement park with dozens of
red blinking aviation warning lights atop the turbines.
• Many of the people living in the Waubra area have powerful telescopes that
they once used to enjoy the vast night sky in Australia. This was a popular hobby
that used to bring great pleasure to many here, but the people in the region can
no longer use their telescopes because the night sky is filled with pulsing red
lights from the wind turbines.
• One resident gave us a written diary containing a day-by-day account of the
noise emanating from the turbines and her observations of the adverse effects
upon her health. She also wrote about the beautiful sunsets and sunrises that were
spoiled by the flashing red lights—a record of observations which illustrates her
love of her natural environment and her sense of permanent loss.
• One of the industrial refugees said that everywhere she looked there
was movement. She couldn’t stand it physically. She has motion sickness and it
made her sick to her stomach and dizzy when she looked out her windows.
She reported that she found it unbearable to go outdoors and work in her garden,
one of her favorite past-times. (In the Waubra area, every person we met had a
beautiful flower garden as well as vegetable garden. They all took great pride in
their garden.)
• The Waubra area once was a rural, peaceful, serene location, and it was evident
from the testimonials we heard that the hearts and souls of the residents
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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we interviewed were tied to the land. They repeatedly described their rural
location as being ruined, and turned from a peaceful countryside into an industrial
zone.
• As in many similar locations around the world, including Falmouth, MA,
and Vinalhaven, Maine, most of the people we spoke with had supported the
wind turbine development until it became operational. They now described how
sad they were that their beautiful landscape is marred with the wind turbines.
Some told us that this is not a place people want to come visit since its former
beauty, and its sense of peace and tranquility, are now gone.
Impact on Life Goals
• What can one say? The lives of many residents we interviewed have
been completely upended, even shattered, as is evident from their videotaped
accounts. Like most people, they had a plan for their future. Many had taken for
granted that they would continue to work their land and pass the family farm to
their children.
• One resident purchased a 300-acre farm in the Waubra area to grow
organic crops and livestock three years ago, about one year before the turbines
began operation. Now he cannot work on areas of his farm because the pain
he experiences is too severe.
• Another family owns and farms a 4,000 acre property. When the wind
developer offered them lease payments for eight turbines and extra income for
transmission lines, they turned the offer down because they don’t need or want any
outside interests in their farm.
They have now abandoned their beautiful home. During our videotaped
interview, the mother of young children became extremely emotional when she
described the decision to leave their family home and how that decision impacted
her children.
Green Jobs
• When we asked about ‘green jobs’ created by the wind turbine development,
the residents told us that they knew of one local man who rides around in a truck
and picks up dead birds. As far as those we talked to about this know, there are
no other full-time jobs created by the wind energy power plant.
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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• Residents told us that when they call to lodge a complaint, they reach people
who they think are in remote call centers, which they presume to be India from
the accents they hear on the phone.
One person told us that when he requested that the wind energy company send a
representative to come out to his home to listen to the noise level on a very loud
night when he could not sleep, he was told that there was no one in the area to do
this.
The Wind Energy Company Responding to Complaints
• Residents told us that the wind energy company has given them a phone
number to call when they have a complaint. The wind energy company is
mandated by contract to respond to the complaints.
• One resident who lives approximately 3.5 km from the wind plant told us that
he had called seven months previously to register a complaint about the noise and
to tell the wind company that he has adverse health effects. A
company representative told him he “would look into it,” but the company has not
contacted him.
The resident said that the noise is still loud and that he does not believe that the
company has taken his calls seriously. The same resident told us that he called the
company one night when the noise was very loud to report that he could not sleep
and that his blood pressure was dangerously high. He was told that his complaint
had been recorded and someone would get back to him. But no one from the
company has ever contacted him to follow up or investigate.
• One resident who lives over 2 km from the nearest turbine, and who has
made numerous complaints, was told that no one was responding to his
complaints because he lived “too far” from the wind turbines.

7 Comments
1.
Anne Britton (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
Important information for our campaign. Thank you for sharing this at such a
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critical time for many communities world wide!
BestAnne
2.
Linda Salamon (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
Lilli and Preston,
We who live on Cape Cod cannot thank you two enough for your dedication to
getting the facts about the adverse health effects from wind turbines. We will be
taking your work with us to the Cape Cod Commission tomorrow, and it will
add to an already mountainous pile of facts that, hopefully, our county
representative cannot in good conscience ignore!
I hope the rest of your vacation isn’t so stressful. You deserve a rest!
3.
Anne Johnston (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
Reading this made me very sad. I have been following the Waubara stories
closely since I live in a similar community and we are being threatened with a
Wind Farm (3 in fact, though I suspect they are connected) and because I net Dr
Sarah Laurie when she attended a Symposium here in Ontario, Canada, and had
the pleasure of getting to know her over dinner.I think I have a distant cousin
living there, a Cottee.My heart goes out to all of you. We have similar
experiences here in Ontario, but you are years ahead of us, so the future gets
clearer, and my anxiety rises. We who oppose these horrors have been accused
of being NIMBYs and recently, terrorists! For the most part, the media are
captured by the industry propoganda and the general public is easily fooled.
What hs happened since the floods?
4.
Melodie Burkett (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
This is so outrageous! It is beyond belief that this has gone this far unheeded.
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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I cannot imagine the law suits when all hell breaks loose! War is what I am
afraid will happen. People will only be pushed so far, then they rise up.
There are no words to describe this nightmare we are all being subjected to.
Twilight Zone comes to mind. Totally surreal.
My heart hurts.
Melodie
5.
TurbineTurmoil (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
Thanks for your work, here. We too are fighting the turbines in Illinois but the
public is so DAMN STUPID (excuse my frustration), we are having a difficult
time convincing those right in the footprint that they must continue to fight and
help the effort. People are giving up so easily, I’m amazed.
How in the world are we going to get the sheep to stop following the Pied Pipers
of wind?
Editor’s reply: I hear you! I don’t have a terrific answer to your question,
“How are we going to get sheep to stop following the Pied Pipers?” But I
have a half-way decent answer, which is that websites like this one that keep
hammering away at Big Wind bullshit and devastation—these websites are
gaining traction. So, keep the information coming, and we post it (especially if
it has to do with health issues). I guess I’m saying, we keep fighting this
juggernaut. And we stick together. “First they ignore you. Then they ridicule
you. Then they fight you. Then you win.” So spoke Gandhi. I’ve been in this
fracas for going on 6 years. I’d say that, overall, were in the “they fight you”
stage. Looking forward to the last one.
6.
I hear you. (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
If money were no object, I would pay a dozen of the most hard-hit people from
around the world to come, in person, and testify before the communities deciding
on wind. Short and direct. How wind turbines have affected their lives. How
much it has personally cost them in dollars and in health problems and lost
windturbinesyndrome.com/…/waubra-…
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relationships.
7.
Name withheld (Reply) on Wednesday 19, 2011
Experiencing Wind Turbine Syndrome, as I do, is one thing. Yet, hearing the
accounts from Waubra very much hit home. They are a very accurate account of
so many things I, personally, can relate to. (Note, I was driven from my home in
Ontario, Canada, by the wind turbines. To this day, I must live in rented
lodging.)
The sorrow I feel knowing this is happening to people worldwide is at times
overwhelming. I am hoping the emotions I am feeling are nothing more than a
brief moment of weakness that will soon pass. The “what if’s” about the longterm health impacts scare the hell out of me.
It is imperative I maintain my strength and composure. I must continue to fulfill
my obligations as a teacher, because my students deserve it, and I must continue
to support myself. And, yet, I do experience much anxiety as I continue to tread
water. It is so exhausting.
I am determined, and at times dig deep to pull the last bit of fight from within.
And, as grim as things may seem, I hold onto hope, and I pray that we may
someday beat this monster.
Name withheld
Ontario, Canada
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